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A NOTE ON ORBIT CATEGORIES, CLASSIFYING SPACES,

AND GENERALIZED HOMOTOPY FIXED POINTS

DANIEL A. RAMRAS

Abstract. We give a new description of Rosenthal’s generalized homotopy
fixed point spaces as homotopy limits over the orbit category. This is achieved
using a simple categorical model for classifying spaces with respect to families
of subgroups.

1. Introduction

Let Γ be a discrete group. A family of subgroups of Γ is a non-empty set F of
subgroups of Γ such that 1) if F ∈ F and γ ∈ Γ, then γFγ−1 ∈ F ; and 2) if F ∈ F
and G 6 F , then G ∈ F . Given a family F of subgroups of Γ, a classifying space
for F is a Γ–CW complex EFΓ whose fixed point sets (EFΓ)H are contractible when
H ∈ F and empty when H /∈ F . If E and E′ are both classifying spaces for F ,

then there exists a G–homotopy equivalence E
≃
−→ E′ [12, Section 1].

In this note, we highlight an extremely simple model for EFΓ and use it to give
a new construction of Rosenthal’s generalized homotopy fixed point sets [15]. This
model comes from a category EFΓ, on which Γ acts by functors, whose geometric
realization |EFΓ| is a functorial model for EFΓ (see Proposition 2.9 and Proposi-
tion 2.10).

While this model is not new, it seems not to be as widely known as it deserves to
be. The construction described here is commonly used for collections of subgroups,
which are closed under conjugation but not necessarily under passage to subgroups.
In that context, EFΓ is used to study homology decompositions for finite groups;
see in particular [6, 9]. The nerve of EFΓ is precisely the bar construction model
for EFΓ presented by Elmendorf [7, pp. 277-278], where methods of equivariant
topology are used to show this simplicial set is a classifying space for F ; in the
Appendix to the recent preprint [13], Mathew, Naumann, and Noel give another
proof of this fact using properties of homotopy colimits. In Section 2, we give a
short categorical proof that |EFΓ| is a classifying space for F , similar to Dwyer [6,
Corollary 2.15].

We give two applications. As observed by Grodal [9, Corollary 2.10], the quotient
space |EFΓ|/Γ is the geometric realization of the orbit category OrbF(Γ) (namely,
the full subcategory of the orbit category of Γ on the objects Γ/F with F ∈ F ;
see Section 2). It then follows from work of Leary and Nucinkis [11] that every
connected CW complex is homotopy equivalent to OrbFin(Γ) for some Γ, where
Fin = Fin(Γ) is the family of finite subgroups. In Section 3 we use the categorical
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viewpoint on classifying spaces for families to show that generalized homotopy fixed
point sets can be described as homotopy limits over the orbit category. Rosenthal’s
homotopy invariance result for these spaces is then a formal consequence. Gener-
alized homotopy fixed point sets play an important role in the study of assembly
maps in algebraic K– and L–theory [3, 2, 10], and also appear in [13] (in the form
of the homotopy limit construction presented in Section 3), where they are used to
study induction and restriction maps for equivariant spectra.

Acknowledgements: The author thanks Jesper Grodal for pointing out earlier
appearances of the category EFΓ in the literature, and Mark Ullmann and David
Rosenthal for helpful comments. Additionally, the author thanks the referee and
editor for helping to improve the exposition.

2. The orbit category and a categorical model for EFΓ

For a fixed family of subgroups F of a group Γ, the orbit category OrbF(Γ) is
the category whose objects are the “homogeneous” left Γ–sets Γ/F , for F ∈ F (so
the objects are in explicit bijection with F itself) and where

MorOrbF (Γ)(Γ/F,Γ/G) = MapΓ(Γ/F,Γ/G),

the set of Γ–equivariant maps between these left Γ–sets.

Lemma 2.1. For each F,G ∈ F , there is a bijection

ξ : MorOrbF (Γ)(Γ/F,Γ/G)
∼=−→ (Γ/G)F = {γG : γ−1Fγ ⊂ G}.

defined by ξ(φ) = φ(1F ). Here (Γ/G)F denotes the F–fixed points of Γ/G under the
left multiplication action of F 6 Γ. Hence we may write morphisms Γ/F → Γ/G
in OrbF(Γ) as equivalence classes [γ] = γG of elements in Γ.

Example 2.2. Let 1 denote the trivial family containing only the trivial subgroup
of Γ. Then Orb1(Γ) is isomorphic to the usual one-object category modeling the
classifying space BΓ = K(Γ, 1).

Definition 2.3. The functor UF : OrbF(Γ) → Set sends each object Γ/F to the
set Γ/F , and sends each morphism Γ/F → Γ/G to its underlying equivariant map.

We define EFΓ to be the Grothendieck wreath product category OrbF(Γ) ≀ UF .

We briefly recall the definition of the wreath product C ≀F of a category C with a
functor F : C → Set. This category has objects all pairs (C, x) with C ∈ Ob(C) and
x ∈ F (C), and morphisms (C, x) → (D, y) are pairs (φ, x) where φ ∈ MorC(C,D)
and F (φ)(x) = y. (We will often abbreviate (φ, x) to φ.) Composition is given by
(ψ, y) ◦ (φ, x) = (ψ ◦ φ, x).

Objects of EFΓ = OrbF(Γ) ≀ UF are pairs (Γ/F, γF ) with γ ∈ Γ and F ∈ F .
Note that there is a natural “forgetful” functor EFΓ → OrbF (Γ) sending (Γ/F, γF )
to Γ/F and sending φ : Γ/F → Γ/G to itself.

Since a subset of a group cannot be a left coset of more than one subgroup, we
can describe EFΓ more explicitly.

Lemma 2.4. The category EFΓ is isomorphic to the category whose objects are
left cosets γF satisfying γ ∈ Γ and F ∈ F , and whose morphisms γF → νG
are Γ–equivariant maps φ : Γ/F → Γ/G such that φ(γF ) = νG, with the usual
composition.
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We will sometimes treat this isomorphism as an identification in what follows.

Example 2.5. The category E1Γ is the usual categorical model for the universal
principal Γ–bundle EΓ (see [17], for instance), and the forgetful functor E1Γ →
Orb1(Γ) realizes to the projection EΓ → BΓ.

Remark 2.6. Since Γ acts transitively on each set Γ/F , there is at most one
morphism in EFΓ between any two objects. Hence all diagrams in EFΓ commute.

We now study the action of Γ on EFΓ. Our discussion will be framed in terms of
homotopy colimits. Given a functor F : C → Cat (the category of small categories)
one may construct a wreath product category C ≀ F specializing to the construc-
tion considered above when F takes values in Set (that is, discrete categories).
Thomason [19] shows that in general, there is a natural map of simplicial sets

hocolim
C

N·F −→ N·(C ≀ F)

which induces a homotopy equivalence on geometric realizations. In the case where
F takes values in Set, hocolim C F is the simplicial set whose n–simplices consist of
an n–simplex C0 → · · · → Cn in N·C together with an element x ∈ F(C0), and one
finds that there is in fact a natural isomorphism

(1) hocolim
C

F ∼= N·(C ≀ F).

Let Γ–Set denote the category of (left) Γ–sets and equivariant maps. We then
have two functors Γ–Set → Set, the forgetful functor U and the quotient set
functor Quot. Note that the functor UF in Definition 2.3 is simply the composite
functor

OrbF (Γ) →֒ Γ–Set
U

−→ Set,

where the first functor is the natural inclusion. Now consider a functor

F : C → Γ–Set.

Letting UF := U ◦ F and F/Γ := Quot ◦ F, Equation (1) gives two natural
isomorphisms:

(2) N·(C ≀UF) ∼= hocolim
C

UF and N·(C ≀ (F/Γ)) ∼= hocolim
C

F/Γ.

The wreath product category C ≀UF inherits an action of Γ by functors

(3) γ : C ≀UF −→ C ≀UF

for each γ ∈ Γ: on objects, we set γ(C, x) = (C, γ · x), and on morphisms we set
γ(φ) = φ. The nerve N·(C ≀ F) is then a Γ–simplicial set, and |C ≀ F| is a Γ–CW
complex.

In general, for a functor F : C → Γ–Set, it follows immediately from the defini-
tions that there is a natural isomorphism of simplicial sets

(hocolim
C

UF)/Γ
∼=
−→ hocolim

C
(F/Γ)

induced by the canonical natural transformation UF → F/Γ. On the left, Γ acts
simplicially on hocolim C UF and the quotient can be formed level-wise; on the other
hand, this quotient object is the colimit, in the category of simplicial sets, of the
Γ–action. Geometric realization commutes with colimits, giving a homeomorphism

(4) | hocolim
C

UF|/Γ
∼=
−→ | hocolim

C
(F/Γ)|.
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Since the actions of Γ on N·(C ≀UF) and on hocolim C UF are compatible under the
isomorphism (1), combining (2) and (4) gives a chain of natural homeomorphisms

(5) |N·(C ≀UF)|/Γ ∼= | hocolim
C

UF|/Γ ∼= | hocolim
C

(F/Γ)| ∼= |N·(C ≀ (F/Γ))|.

Remark 2.7. The category C ≀ (F/Γ) is the colimit, in Cat, of the Γ–action on
C ≀ F (as can be checked using the universal property of colimits). However, the
nerve functor does not always commute with colimits (even for group actions [1])
so (5) does not follow immediately.

We need to understand the fixed points for the action of Γ on EFΓ.

Lemma 2.8. Let G 6 Γ be a subgroup. The subcategory (EFΓ)
G of EFΓ, con-

sisting of objects and morphisms fixed by G, is the full subcategory on the objects
(Γ/F, γF ), with F ∈ F and γ ∈ Γ, such that γ−1Gγ 6 F .

Proof. Under the isomorphism in Lemma 2.4, the action of G on the objects of EFΓ
translates to the left multiplication action of Γ on cosets, and γF ∈ (Γ/F )G if and
only if γ−1Gγ 6 F . Hence the objects of (EFΓ)

G are as claimed. It is immediate
from the definition of the action that (EFΓ)

G is a full subcategory. �

We come now to the main result of this section.

Proposition 2.9. The geometric realization |EFΓ| of the category EFΓ is a clas-
sifying space for the family F , and the forgetful functor EFΓ → OrbF (Γ) induces
a homeomorphism

|EFΓ|/Γ ∼= |OrbF(Γ)|.

Proof. If a group H acts on a small category C, then the inclusion i : |CH | →֒ |C|H

is surjective, hence a homeomorphism. Indeed, each x ∈ |C|H lies in a unique
non-degenerate simplex σ in N·C. Since H fixes x, it fixes σ, so σ ∈ N·(CH).

It remains to show that (EFΓ)
G is empty for G /∈ F and contractible for G ∈ F .

If (EFΓ)
G is non-empty, then some object (Γ/F, γF ) in EFΓ is fixed by G. By

Lemma 2.8, we know that γ−1Gγ 6 F , and since F is a family of subgroups,
it follows that G ∈ F . So (EFΓ)

G = ∅ when G /∈ F . Next, one checks (using
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.1 and Remark 2.6) that for each F ∈ F , the object (Γ/F, 1F ) is
initial in (EFΓ)

F . Hence |(EFΓ)
F | is contractible [14, Section 1].

Finally, since each of the Γ–sets Γ/F is transitive, the functor UF/Γ sends each
object of OrbF (Γ) to a one-element set. Hence OrbF(Γ) ≀ (UF/Γ) ∼= OrbF(Γ), and
(5) completes the proof. �

Proposition 2.10. The construction in Proposition 2.9 is functorial in the fol-

lowing sense. Group homomorphisms Γ′ h
−→ Γ induce functors

Eh−1(F)(Γ
′)

hF−→ EFΓ,

where h−1(F) is the family {G 6 Γ′ : h(G) ∈ F}. These functors are equivariant
in the sense that for each γ′ ∈ Γ′, we have

h(γ′) ◦ hF = hF ◦ γ′,

where γ′ and h(γ′) are the functors defined in (3).

Moreover, for all homomorphisms Γ′′ k
−→ Γ′ h

−→ Γ, we have

(h ◦ k)F = hF ◦ kh−1F .
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The proof relies on the following elementary lemmas, the first of which is noted
in [19, §1].

Lemma 2.11. A natural transformation η : F =⇒ G of functors F,G : C → Set

induces a functor
η : C ≀ F → C ≀G,

defined on objects by η(C, x) = (C, ηC(x)) and on morphisms by η(φ) = φ.
Given another natural transformation η′ : G =⇒ H, we have η′ ◦ η = η′ ◦ η.

Lemma 2.12. Functors B
β
→ C

F
→ Set induce a functor

β : B ≀ (F ◦ β) −→ C ≀ F

defined on objects by β(B, x) = (β(B), x) and on morphisms by β(φ) = β(φ).

Given A
α
→ B

β
→ C

F
→ Set, we have β ◦ α = β ◦ α.

Lemma 2.13. The constructions in Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.12 commute, in
the following sense: given functors

A
α

// B
F

//

G
// Set

and a natural transformation η : F =⇒ G, the diagram

A ≀ (F ◦ α)
α

//

η◦α

��

B ≀ F

η

��

A ≀ (G ◦ α)
α

// B ≀G

commutes (strictly), where η ◦ α : F ◦ α =⇒ G ◦ α is the natural transformation
(η ◦ α)A = ηα(A).

Proof of Proposition 2.10. To define hF , first note that h induces a functor

Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′)

h∗−→ OrbF (Γ),

defined by h∗(Γ
′/G) = Γ/h(G) and h∗(γ

′G) = h(γ′)h(G) (using the notation from
Lemma 2.1). The diagram

Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′)

U
h−1(F) &&▼

▼▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼▼

▼

h∗
// OrbF (Γ)

UF
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉

Set

commutes up to the natural transformation

ηh,F : Uh−1(F) =⇒ UF ◦ h∗

whose value on an object Γ′/G in Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′) is the function Γ′/G → Γ/h(G)

given by γ′G 7→ h(γ′)h(G). The desired functor hF is the composite

Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′) ≀ Uh−1(F)

ηh,F

−−−→ Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′) ≀

(

Uh−1(F) ◦ h∗
) h∗−→ OrbF (Γ) ≀ UF ,

where ηh,F is the functor from Lemma 2.11 and h∗ is the functor from Lemma 2.12.

The category Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′)≀(UF ◦ h∗) admits an action of Γ, defined analogously

to the action of Γ′ on Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′) ≀ Uh−1(F). This Γ–action extends, via the
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homomorphism h : Γ′ → Γ, to an action of Γ′ on Orbh−1(F)(Γ
′) ≀

(

Uh−1(F) ◦ h∗
)

,

and one checks that ηh,F is Γ′–equivariant, while h∗ is Γ–equivariant. The stated

equivariance property for hF now follows.
Applying Lemma 2.13 followed by the naturality statements in Lemmas 2.11 and

2.12 gives

hF ◦ kh−1(F) = h∗ ◦ ηh,F ◦ k∗ ◦ ηk,h−1(F)

= h∗ ◦ k∗ ◦ ηh,F ◦ k∗ ◦ ηk,h−1(F)

= h∗ ◦ k∗ ◦ (ηh,F ◦ k∗) ◦ ηk,h−1(F).

Since h∗ ◦ k∗ = (h ◦ k)∗ and (ηh,F ◦ k∗) ◦ ηk,h−1(F) = ηh◦k,F , we find that

hF ◦ kh−1(F) = (h ◦ k)F ,

as desired. �

Remark 2.14. By Equation (1), the model for classifying spaces considered here
satisfies

EFΓ ∼= hocolim
OrbF (Γ)

UF .

Davis and Lück [5, Lemma 7.6(2)] give another proof that EFΓ can be described as
the homotopy colimit of UF (which they denote by ∇) over the orbit category.

We note an interesting corollary of Proposition 2.9. Recall that Fin is the family
of finite subgroups, so EFin(Γ) = EΓ is the classifying space for proper actions.

Corollary 2.15. Let X be a connected CW complex. Then there exists a discrete
group Γ such that |OrbFin(Γ)| is homotopy equivalent to X.

Proof. The main result of [11] states that for every connected CW complex X ,
there exists a group ΓX and a classifying space EX for the family Fin = Fin(ΓX)
such that EX/ΓX is homotopy equivalent to X . By Proposition 2.9, |EFin(ΓX)| is
also a classifying space for Fin, so there exists a ΓX–homotopy equivalence

|EFin(ΓX)|
≃
−→ EX .

It follows that the induced mapping

|EFin(ΓX)|/ΓX ∼= |OrbFin(ΓX)| −→ EX/ΓX ≃ X

is also a homotopy equivalence. �

3. Generalized homotopy fixed points via the orbit category

Generalized homotopy fixed point sets were introduced by Rosenthal [15]. We
show that these spaces can be described as homotopy limits over the orbit category.
The results in this section are well-known when F is the trivial family 1.

Definition 3.1. Given a (left) Γ–space X, the generalized homotopy fixed point
set with respect to the family F is the equivariant mapping space

XhFΓ := MapΓ(EFΓ, X).
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Since all models for EFΓ are related by Γ–homotopy equivalences, XhFΓ is well-
defined up to homotopy. We will work in the category of compactly generated
spaces, so we will always replace the natural topology on a space by the associ-
ated compactly generated topology. In particular, XhFΓ has the compactly gener-
ated topology associated to the subspace topology inherited from the full mapping
space. We assume familiarity with the basic results on compactly generated spaces
described in [18].

We review Goodwillie’s viewpoint on homotopy limits from [8]. For a small
category C and an object C ∈ Ob(C), the over-category C ↓ C has as its objects

the set of arrows D
φ
−→ C in C, and morphisms in C ↓ C from D

φ
−→ C to D′ φ′

−→ C

are arrows D
ψ
−→ D′ in C such that φ′ ◦ ψ = φ. Given a functor X : C → Top, the

homotopy limit
holim

C
X

can be described as the space of all natural collections of maps fC : |C ↓ C| → X(C),
topologized using the (compactly generated topology associated to the) subspace
topology from the product space

∏

C∈Ob(C)

Map (|C ↓ C|, X(C)) .

A collection of maps |C ↓ C| → X(C) is natural if for each α : C → C′, the diagram

|C ↓ C|

α

��

fC
// X(C)

X(α)

��

|C ↓ C′|
fC′

// X(C′)

commutes, where α : C ↓ C → C ↓ C′ is induced by composition with α.
Given a Γ–space X , the fixed point sets form a diagram (that is, a functor)

X− : OrbF(Γ)
op −→ Top.

On objects, this diagram is defined by X−(Γ/F ) = XF ∼= MapΓ(Γ/F,X). The
mapping space is contravariantly functorial in Γ/F , which defines X− on mor-
phisms. Explicitly, if φ = [γ] : Γ/F → Γ/G is an equivariant map, thenX−(φ)(x) =
γ · x.

In what follows, it will be useful to note the isomorphism

(Cop ↓ C)op ∼= C ↓ C.

Theorem 3.2. If X is a Γ–space, then there is a homeomorphism

holim
OrbF (Γ)op

X− ∼= MapΓ(|EFΓ|, X).

Proof. Given a Γ–equivariant map Φ : |EFΓ| → X , we need to define a natural
collection of maps

ΦF : |OrbF(Γ)
op ↓ Γ/F | −→ XF

for F ∈ F . These maps are defined via functors

jF : (OrbF (Γ)
op ↓ Γ/F )

op ∼= Γ/F ↓ OrbF (Γ) −→ (EFΓ)
F .

An object in Γ/F ↓ OrbF(Γ) is an equivariant map φ : Γ/F → Γ/G, and we define

jF (φ) = (Γ/G, φ(1F )),
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which is an object of (EFΓ)
F since φ(1F ) ∈ (Γ/G)F . Morphisms

(φ : Γ/F → Γ/G) −→ (ψ : Γ/F → Γ/H)

in Γ/F ↓ OrbF(Γ) are equivariant maps τ : Γ/G → Γ/H such that τ ◦ φ =
ψ. Viewing τ as a morphism (Γ/G, φ(1F )) → (Γ/H, ψ(1F )) in EFΓ, we define
jF (τ) = τ . All diagrams in EFΓ commute (Remark 2.6), so jF is a functor.

We claim that the family of maps

ΦF := ΦF ◦ |jF | : |OrbF (Γ)
op ↓ Γ/F | ∼= | (OrbF (Γ)

op ↓ Γ/F )
op | −→ XF

is natural, where ΦF is the restriction of Φ to F–fixed point sets. It suffices to
check that for every morphism α : Γ/F ′ → Γ/F in OrbFΓ, the diagram

|OrbF(Γ)
op ↓ Γ/F |

|jF |
//

|α|

��

|(EFΓ)
F |

ΦF

//

|γ|

��

XF

X−(α)
��

|OrbF (Γ)
op ↓ Γ/F ′|

|jF ′ |
// |(EFΓ)

F ′

|
ΦF ′

// XF ′

commutes, where γ is chosen so that α(1F ′) = γF and γ is the restriction of the
functor on EFΓ coming from the action of Γ (by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.8, γ maps

(EFΓ)
F to (EFΓ)

F ′

). The left-hand square commutes at the category level, and
the right-hand square commutes by equivariance of Φ. This gives us a function

Ψ: MapΓ(|EFΓ|, X) −→ holim
OrbF (Γ)op

X−,

whose continuity follows from continuity of the restriction maps Φ 7→ ΦF .
To prove Ψ is a bijection, we must check that for each natural family of maps

fF : |OrbF (Γ)
op ↓ Γ/F | −→ XF ,

there exists a unique equivariant map f : |EFΓ| → X such that f ◦ |jF | = fF for
each F ∈ F . A simplex in the nerve of EFΓ is represented by a chain of morphisms

(Γ/F0, γF0)
φ1
−→ (Γ/F1, φ1(γF0))

φ2
−→ · · ·

φn
−→ (Γ/Fn, φn ◦ · · · ◦ φ1(γF0)).

This simplex is the image, under the functor jF0 , of the simplex in the nerve of
Γ/γF0γ

−1 ↓ OrbF(Γ) corresponding to the diagram

Γ/(γF0γ
−1)

[γ]

yyrr
rr
rr
rr
rr

φ1◦[γ]

��

φn◦···◦φ1◦[γ]

))❙❙
❙❙

❙❙
❙❙

❙❙
❙❙

❙❙
❙❙

Γ/F0
φ1

// Γ/F1
φ2

// · · ·
φn

// Γ/Fn,

where [γ] = γF0 in the notation from Lemma 2.1. Thus if f : |EFΓ| → X satisfies
f ◦ |jF | = fF for each F ∈ F , then f is completely determined by the maps fF ,
and we just need to check that the prescribed values on each simplex in fact paste
together to give an equivariant map f : |EFΓ| → X . Using naturality of the
maps fF , one checks that our prescription for f is well-defined on each simplex and
equivariant, and it is immediate from the construction that the simplicial identities
are respected. Hence Ψ is a bijection.

Continuity of Ψ−1 follows from continuity of its adjoint map

(Ψ−1)∨ : |EFΓ| × holim
OrbF (Γ)op

X− −→ X,
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which can be checked directly on each closed cell of |EFΓ|. �

The following corollary was first proven in Rosenthal [16, Lemma 2.1] using a
cell-by-cell argument.

Corollary 3.3. Let X and Y be Γ–spaces, and let EFΓ be a classifying space for
the family F . If f : X → Y is a Γ–equivariant map that induces a weak equivalence

XF ≃
−→ Y F for each F ∈ F , then the induced map

XhFΓ −→ Y hFΓ

is a weak equivalence as well.

Proof. Any two classifying spaces for F are Γ–homotopy equivalent, so we may use
the categorical model |EFΓ|. By Theorem 3.2, it is enough to consider the map

holim
OrbF (Γ)op

X− −→ holim
OrbF (Γ)op

Y −

induced by f . But the map of diagramsX− → Y − is a point-wise weak equivalence,
so the result follows from the general fact that a point-wise weak equivalence of
diagrams induces a weak equivalence between their homotopy limits. �

For applications to algebraic K–theory, it is more useful to have versions of
these results for Ω–spectra with (naive) Γ–actions, and in fact this is the context
considered in [15]. Since homotopy limits and equivariant mapping spaces are
formed level-wise, the results in this section immediately extend to Ω–spectra.

We end with another example of how Theorem 3.2, together with general facts
about homotopy limits, may be applied to study generalized homotopy fixed sets.

Proposition 3.4. Let G be a finite group containing a unique (normal) Sylow p–
subgroup P . Let W = G/P denote the Weyl group of P . Then for any G–space X,
the generalized homotopy fixed-set XhPG (where P is the family of p–subgroups of
G) is weakly equivalent to the (ordinary) homotopy fixed set (XP )hW .

Proof. We use the the cofinality theorem for homotopy limits [4, XI.9.2], which
states that a functor G : C → D induces weak equivalences holimDX −→ holimC X◦
G (for all diagrams X) if G is left cofinal in the sense that the fiber G ↓ D is
contractible for every object D ∈ D. Here G ↓ D is the category in which objects
are pairs (C, φ) with φ : G(C) → D, and in which morphisms from (C, φ) to (C′, φ′)
are maps ψ : C → C′ such that φ′ ◦ G(ψ) = φ. Note the natural isomorphism

(Gop ↓ D)op ∼= D ↓ G,

where Gop : Cop → Dop is the functor induced by G and D ↓ G is defined dually to
G ↓ D, so that objects in D ↓ G are pairs (C, φ) with φ : D → G(C).

Let OrbP (G) denote the full subcategory of OrbP(G) on the single object G/P .
The cofinality theorem applies to the inclusion i : OrbP (G) →֒ OrbP(G) (or, rather,
to the induced functor iop between the opposite categories): indeed, for every p–
subgroup Q < G, the fiber (iop ↓ G/Q)op ∼= G/Q ↓ i is contractible because every
morphism set in G/Q ↓ i contains exactly one element. Theorem 3.2 and cofinality
now give a weak equivalence

XhPG ≃ holim
OrbP (G)op

X−.
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Since OrbP (G) has a single objectG/P with automorphism groupW , the homotopy
limit on the right is exactly the homotopy fixed point set for W acting on XP . �

Remark 3.5. The analogous statement holds (with the same proof) for any family
F containing a unique maximal element under inclusion.
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